Brane parity orders in the insulating state of Hubbard ladders
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The Mott insulating state of the Hubbard model at half filling could be depicted as a spin liquid of singly occupied sites with holon-doublon quantum fluctuations localized in pairs. In one dimension the behavior is captured by a finite value of the charge parity string correlator, which fails to remain finite when generalized to higher dimensions. We recover a definition of parity brane correlator which may remain nonvanishing in the presence of interchain coupling, by assigning an appropriate fractional phase to the parity breaking fluctuations. In the case of Hubbard ladders at half filling, we find that the charge parity brane is nonzero at any repulsive value of interaction. The spin-parity brane instead becomes nonvanishing in the even-leg case, in correspondence to the onset of the spin gapped D-Mott phase, which is absent in the odd-leg case. The behavior of the parity correlators is also analyzed by means of a numerical DMRG analysis of the one- and two-leg ladder.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The presence of nonlocal orders (NLO) in various low temperature phases of quantum matter, ultimately relying on entanglement of short/long-range degrees of freedom, is a fascinating theoretical prediction [1] which has recently also been observed in experimental settings [2,3]. NLO amount to the nonvanishing expectation value of correlators between nonlocal operators. The fact seems to contradict Landau’s paradigm, which associates the formation of ordered phases to the breaking in the ground state of some symmetries of the Hamiltonian and to the corresponding finite asymptotic value of appropriate correlators between local observables, identified as order parameters. NLO connect with the presence of topological orders, which has been thoroughly investigated in the past two decades since their identification in edge states of fractional quantum Hall liquids [4], to the recent classification of topological phases of noninteracting fermions [5]. In case of quantum chains of interacting spins, general results have been achieved for one-dimensional systems [6,7], introducing the concept of symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases. These have been subsequently extended to interacting fermionic systems [8] (see also [9] for a review).

Nonlocal correlators appear to play the role of order parameters for SPT phases [10,11]. However, phases with NLO may be trivial from the point of view of topological order: this is the case for instance for the Mott insulator (MI) in the one-dimensional (1D) Hubbard model, characterized by a nonvanishing value of the charge parity correlator in the asymptotic limit, both in the bosonic [12] and in the fermionic case [13]. The 1D parity correlator is the string product of site parities connecting two arbitrary points in the lattice. More generally, a bosonization analysis has proved that NLO configure as order parameters for the ordered phases of spinful fermions in 1D with time reversal symmetry: each pinned value of either the spin or charge bosonic fields corresponds to the presence of specific nonvanishing NLO [14], a fact that suggests a possible fundamental role of NLO in fermionic systems. Also, since string correlators are products of quantities on physical sites, they can be easily measured in experimental setups on optical lattices, representing a feasible way to distinguish phases with and without topological order [15].

The generalization of the above concepts to higher dimension is not straightforward. It has been argued that string orders and SPT phases are fragile with respect to interchain tunneling [16–18], when the system breaks reflection symmetry. Even in the presence of such symmetry, in [17] it was shown that stringlike correlations decay to zero with an area law in the two-dimensional (2D) case: the proof holds for correlators between points. A different definition of the parity correlator in two dimensions [19] relies instead on a generalization of string to branes when moving to 2D systems. In this case the parity correlator was shown to exhibit a “perimeter law” decay to zero within the MI phase.

While some specific definition of nonlocal order may be evanescent in higher dimension, the underlying physics could persist in appropriate phases [12,20]. In the case of parity, it is related to the presence of finite-size localized pairs of parity-changing objects which as a whole do not destroy the parity of the background. The characterization of such behavior by means of observables, as well as its identification in appropriate physical systems, is a relevant open issue.

II. FRACTIONAL PARITY BRANES

Here we revisit the definition of NLO, by specializing to parity orders, with the scope of capturing their role in the onset of insulating behavior in higher dimension. We focus on the 2D fermionic case, though most of the concepts introduced can be easily generalized to higher dimension. According to the analysis developed in [13], at least two types of parity correlators can be identified in these systems, thanks to the conservation of both charge and spin. We adapt to spin and charge parity correlators a definition first introduced in [21] for detecting Haldane-type orders. This amounts to considering in 2D branes of operators bounded by rungs rather than 1D strings bounded by sites, at the same time assigning a phase term \( \exp(i\theta) \) to the parity-destroying elements. Here by 2D branes we mean a connected region of the infinite plane, delimited by a well-defined perimeter. In the specific ladder case considered in the following, we look at a portion of the ladder delimited by...
two rungs: the 2D limit is recovered by increasing their length, i.e., the number of legs. We show that $\theta$ should be scaled down with that number, in order to capture the presence of parity order in the corresponding gapped phases. We then adopt the definition of such nonlocal fractional parity brane correlators to the study at half filling of the repulsive Hubbard model on a chain and a two-leg ladder.

A. Definition

We think of a $M \times N$ lattice as a $N$-rung, $M$-leg ladder. The lattice is folded onto a torus by assuming periodic boundary conditions (PBC) in both directions. The total Hilbert space is the direct product $\mathcal{H} = \bigotimes_k \mathcal{H}_k$ of local Hilbert spaces $\mathcal{H}_k$ defined on the rungs ($k = 1, \ldots, N$). In general, each symmetry of the model Hamiltonian can be decomposed into irreducible representations with well defined Cartan generators. Let us focus on a specific local Cartan generator $h_k$ with highest weight $\Lambda$. We define the parity string operators

$$O_p^{(h)}(j) = \prod_{k< j} \exp(i \pi \frac{h_k}{\Lambda}).$$

In case it is nonzero, the local operator $h_k$ assumes 2$\Lambda$ + 1 discrete values in the interval $-\Lambda < h_k < \Lambda$. We now introduce the string correlators

$$C_p^{(h)}(r) = \langle O^{(h)}(j) O^{(h)}(j+r) \rangle,$$

and we say that we are in the presence of parity hidden order when $C_p^{(h)}(r)$ is nonvanishing in the limit $r \to \infty$. It is important to notice that in our definition (1) the eigenvalues of the Cartan generators in the local representation have been renormalized by $\Lambda$, so that the phase factor in the exponent varies in the interval $[-\pi, \pi]$. This choice is crucial to avoid unwanted phase cancellations along the rungs that would come up without the division by $\Lambda$ in Eq. (1), especially when the rung size $M$ is increased and accordingly also $\Lambda$ grows (depending on the irrep we are considering). Our choice is at odds with a majority of the string operators studied in the recent literature (see for instance [19]) though consistent with some previous literature on spin systems, like Ref. [21], where a Haldane string of spins ($h_k = \frac{1}{2}$, in that case) was studied in a two-leg ladder. As an example which we will thoroughly discuss, in the fermionic Hubbard chain with charge and spin conservation $C_p^{(h)}(r)$ coincides with the so-called parity correlators [2,13], with $k$ single site index, $h_k \equiv S^\|_{vk}$, $v = c,s$, and $S^\|_+ = (n_{m+1} - n_{m+1})/2$, $S^\|_\nu = (n_{m+1} + n_{m+1})/2$ the pseudospin and spin operator, respectively, and, of course, $\Lambda = 1/2$.

The definition (1) is decisive for the persistence of string order when we consider the 2D limit $M \to \infty$

$$C_p(h) \equiv \lim_{M \to \infty} \lim_{r \to \infty} C_p^{(h)}(r),$$

where $h_M$ is a Cartan generator of the symmetry algebra of the Hamiltonian model for a rung of length $M$. In the following section we give some arguments to support our choice.

B. Diluted empty-doublon pairs limit

Close to the atomic limit, approached for large interactions, we can consider empty-doublon fluctuations as dilute and independent. Let us consider a domain limited by two rungs of total length $2M$. Paired fluctuations that lie entirely inside or outside such a domain do not contribute to a phase term in Eq. (1). The terms that are candidates to destroy the parity order are given by pairs where one partner lies inside the domain, while the other is outside. A schematic representation of this construction is given in Fig. 1. In the standard parity order, every “cut” gives a $-1$, so the parity order is given by the difference of all the configurations with an even number of cuts minus all the configurations with an odd number. A probability calculation [20] that assumes all the configurations equally probable (dilution limit) shows that the parity order vanishes with $M$, with a “perimeter law.”

On the contrary, we show that the parity correlator defined in Eq. (1) remains finite in the gapped phase. In fact, let’s confine our analysis to a symmetry algebra $su(2\nu)$ ($\nu$ positive integer): when we consider the rung pseudospin $S^\|_\nu(j) = \sum_{l=1}^M S^\|_\nu(j,l)$ ($l$ site and $j$ rung index), we recognize that in this case the highest weight is $\Lambda = M/2$. The fractional parity operators (1) become

$$O_p^{(\nu)}(j) = \prod_{k< j} \exp(i \frac{2\pi}{M} S^\|_\nu(j)).$$

With a similar probability argument as the one proposed in [20], we assign a probability $p$ to find a broken pair in correspondence of each lattice site along the boundary. In particular, if the partner inside the domain is an empty site, the contribution is $\exp(-i \frac{\pi}{M})$; if instead the doublon is inside the contribution is $\exp(i \frac{\pi}{M})$. A probability calculation gives a two-point (-rung) correlator (2)

$$C_p^{(\nu)}(r) = \left[ 1 - p \left( 1 - \cos \frac{\pi}{M} \right)^{2M} \right].$$

where the separation $r$ is larger than the typical size of the disordering pairs. Interestingly Eq. (5) tends to 1 in the limit $M \to \infty$. This promotes the 2D fractional parity correlator (3) as a good order parameter to remain finite in the MI phase.

![Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a three-leg (M = 3) ladder with nearest neighbor connections. In this configuration blue circles indicate lattice sites with one fermion, black dots indicate empty sites, and superimposed circles are double occupied sites. In a state with total null magnetization the latter form pairs represented by yellow bounded regions, in a notation similar to that of Ref. [20]. Red dashed lines are the vertical boundaries of an area on which the parity correlators are computed; in standard parity order every time that a pairing path cuts the boundary one collects a factor ($-1$), that is absent when the path is fully inside the area.](image)
In case the rungs are uncorrelated, the same reasoning of the previous paragraph shows that \( C_p(r) = (1 - p(1 - \cos \pi/M))^M \), which, upon considering the limit in the order as in Eq. (3), correctly reproduces a vanishing value for the 2D brane correlator. In the present formulation, the qualitative result is independent of the specific 2D domain chosen: we do not necessarily deal with regions bounded by two rungs, but we can depict any collection of closed domains with perimeter \( 2M \). The essential fact in order to possibly get a finite fractional parity is that the “cut” disordering pairs must be localized along the perimeter.

### III. HUBBARD MODEL AT HALF FILLING ON A LADDER

The model Hamiltonian reads

\[
H_{\text{Hub}} = - \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle} c_{i\sigma}^\dagger c_{j\sigma} + U \sum_i \left( n_{i\uparrow} - \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( n_{i\downarrow} - \frac{1}{2} \right),
\]

where \( c_{i\sigma} \) indicates a fermionic annihilation operator with spin \( \sigma \) at site \( i \), and \( n_{i\sigma} = c_{i\sigma}^\dagger c_{i\sigma} \) is the associated number operator.

At half filling the symmetry algebra of the Hamiltonian, induced by total spin and pseudospin conservation, is \( su(2) \oplus su(2) \) [22]. The symmetry algebra has charge and spin Cartan operators, namely \( S^c = \sum_j S^c_j \) with \( c = c,s \), respectively (see also Sec. II A).

For an infinite value of particle interaction \( U \), the ground state of the half filled fermionic (and bosonic) Hubbard model displays a MI phase in the repulsive case, where each site contains exactly one particle, and parity order is equal to unity in the charge sector. For large enough positive values of the interaction, the MI phase is also characterized by holon-doublon quantum fluctuations, which remain confined in the background of singly occupied sites. This can be seen for instance through the strong coupling \( \frac{1}{\sqrt{U}} \) expansion of the Hubbard Hamiltonian [23], leading to second order to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian: each even order \( 2l \) introduces in the infinite \( U \) ground state \( l \) holon-doublon virtual pairs of size at most equal to \( l \). In the attractive interaction case, at zero magnetization and arbitrary filling, a specular description should hold by interchanging holon-doublon and up-down spin single particle roles.

For the 1D chain, the parity order in the charge sector (which assigns the minus sign to both holons and doublons) remains asymptotically finite in the MI phase and vanishes at \( U = 0 \) [13]. Whereas in the spin sector the spin-parity order is vanishing in the MI phase and becomes finite for negative \( U \). The system enters a Luther Emery liquid (LE) phase: each site contains either holons or doublons, with quantum fluctuations of single electrons with up and down spins [13]. In 2D, the system in the repulsive case is expected to be an antiferromagnetic insulator with vanishing spin gap. The “paired fluctuation” physical picture of the insulator should still hold [20,23]. However, up to now the proposed 2D generalizations of the parity correlator have failed to remain finite in the corresponding phases.

In this section, we apply the definition of spin- and charge parity orders introduced in the previous section to investigate, both by bosonization and numerical analysis, their behavior in the repulsive regime of the Hubbard model on ladders.

### A. Bosonization analysis of repulsive \( M \)-leg ladder

The bosonization analysis of the Hubbard model on a ladder at half filling was first considered in the weak coupling limit in the two-leg case [24,25], and extended to the generalized Hubbard model case in [26,27]. At variance with the single chain case, for repulsive values of the interaction the insulating phase is fully gapped: also the spin liquid becomes insulating, and the phase is denoted as D-Mott. The bosonization analysis was successively extended to the \( M \)-leg case in [28] and [29].

The analysis in the weakly interacting repulsive case shows an even-odd effect. At appropriate energy scales, for \( M \) even the Hamiltonian becomes the sum of \( M/2 \) decoupled two-leg ladder Hamiltonians, whereas for \( M \) odd it is the sum of \( (M - 1)/2 \) two-leg ladder plus a single chain Hamiltonian. Thus the behavior of the \( M \)-leg ladder can be derived from that of the single- and two-chain cases. In particular, below we will refer to the total charge and spin fields on the two-leg ladder as \( \phi^c_\nu \) and on the single chain as \( \sqrt{2} \phi_s; \) according to the literature [30,31], in the charge sector they both are locked to the value zero (modulo integer multiples of \( \pi \)), whereas in the spin sector \( \phi^s_\nu \) is locked to the value zero, while \( \sqrt{2} \phi_s \) is unpinned. So that the total charge field is always pinned to zero, the total spin field in the even \( M \) case is pinned to zero, giving rise to a D-Mott phase, but in the odd \( M \) case it is unpinned, recovering the 1D-like spin liquid MI. Depending on the strength of interaction, a dimensional crossover is also expected with increasing the number of legs, signaled by the suppression of the spin gap also in the even leg case, and to the collapse to the antiferromagnetic insulating phase characteristic of the 2D system.

We now proceed to investigate how the above features reflect into the values of the charge and the spin brane parity correlators introduced in the previous section. Within the bosonization approach, the parity correlators can be evaluated by noticing that the product of the exponentials in Eq. (1) in the continuum limit becomes the exponential of the integral along the rung chain of \( 2\pi S^c(x) \), with the total rung densities \( S^c(x) \equiv \frac{1}{2} \sum_i S^c_i(x) \) (\( v = c,s \), respectively). Due to the paired chain structure of the bosonized problem, we can assume \( S^c(x) \approx \frac{1}{2} \delta(x) \) for even \( M \); and, analogously, \( S^s(x) \approx \sum_i \delta(x) \) for odd \( M \). So that, exploiting the particle-hole symmetry, one has

\[
O^c_p(x) \approx \cos \phi^c_\nu(x),
\]

with \( \phi^c_\nu \equiv \phi^c_\nu \) for \( M \) even, and \( \phi^c_\nu \equiv \phi^c_\nu + \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(\phi^s_\nu - \phi^s_\nu) \) for \( M \) odd. The asymptotic parity correlators defined in (2) can now be evaluated according to the analysis outlined in [30] and [31] (see also [13]). In full analogy with the one-chain leg, one obtains

\[
C^{(v)}_p(r) = \langle \cos \phi^c_\nu(0) \cos \phi^c_\nu(r) \rangle.
\]

When both total charge and spin bosonic fields are locked to the value zero, as in the even-leg ladder case, the corresponding brane correlator \( C^{(v)}_p \) defined in (3) become nonvanishing, signaling the simultaneous presence of two types of hidden orders: localized holon-doublon pairs, and localized up-down spin pairs. Whereas, when a single one-chain field is unlocked, also the associated total field becomes unpinned, and the corresponding correlator will have vanishing average. This is the case for the spin field in the odd-leg ladder case.
B. Numerical analysis of Hubbard chain and two-leg ladder

We now proceed to the evaluation of the brane parity spin and charge correlators, $C_p^{(v)}(r)$ for $v = s, c$ and $M = 1, 2$, with a series of density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG) calculations (see the Appendix for further details). Note that as long as one uses a “nonfractional” expression as in Ref. [19] for the single-site single-species operators we have $\exp(i\pi n_{t\alpha}) = \exp(-i\pi n_{t\alpha})$ so we will report only the charge case because the spin case is simply related to the former. At variance with the case $M = 1$ [13], the spatial dependence of the nonlocal parity correlation functions is not simply given by a decay with the distance and even-odd oscillations, but depends in a nontrivial fashion on the number of rungs and on the actual value of the interaction. After a more detailed discussion found in the Appendix here we give conventionally the values computed with open boundary conditions (OBC) from $1/4$ to $3/4$ of the total ladder length in terms of rungs (further averaged between the last two rungs to extract the uniform part); the choice is meant to reduce edge effects and to keep a sufficiently large distance between the rungs in the correlator.

From numerical data it is not always simple to decide whether the spin gap is open and the parity correlators vanish or not. The most delicate regime in this sense is for $U \lesssim 2$; hence we report here detailed calculations for two values of the interaction, $U = 0$ and $U = 1$. The spin gap we have considered has the usual definition $\Delta_s = E_L(N_c, S_z = 1) - E_L(N_c, S_z = 0)$, where $E_L$ is the lowest energy eigenvalue at a given number of sites $L$, depending on the particle number $N_c$ and total spin $S_z$. The study of Weihong and co-workers [32] at half filling puts the boundary of uncertainty about the vanishing of the spin gap close to $U = 1$ (their Fig. 6), even if it is also recalled that bosonization at half filling predicts a fully gapped system for $U > 0$. In order to inspect the behavior of the spin gap at small values of $U$ we concentrate ourselves on the case $U = 1$ and compute $\Delta_s$ for a sequence of values of $L = 6p + 4$, $p = 1, 2, \ldots, 10$ and OBC (Fig. 2). This sequence is the one that gives a vanishing spin gap at finite size for half filling in the model with $U = 0$. Note that the two noninteracting bands have the form $\pm - 2r \cos(k)$ with $k \in (0, \pi)$ in the limit $L \to \infty$, and at half filling the ground-state configuration is to fill the upper band up to $k_+ = \pi/3$ and the lower band up to $k_- = 2\pi/3$, so we can expect to have an oscillatory effect in the results for $U$ close to or exactly zero.

As far as parity correlators are concerned, the results are displayed in Fig. 3 for a sequence $L = 6p + 4$ [sizes for which $\Delta_s(U = 0) = 0$ and seem to reproduce a supersequence with period 24 in $L$; while the values for the nonfractional parity are compatible with a vanishing value, the ones for fractional orders may eventually tend to zero but with a very slow pace. By plotting the local minima (including the data computed at $L = 88$) in log-log scale it seems (Fig. 4) that the curves for $U = 1$ show a small upward curvature, while the data for $U = 0$ (coinciding for charge and spin) scale to zero as $L^{-0.405}$.

Finally, the results at various values of $U$ are reported in Fig. 5, where the value at $U = 0$ should be probably zero in the limit $L \to \infty$ but (as for the spin gap) we do not have a conclusive answer for $U = 1$, even if the data in Fig. 4 show a weak curvature towards positive values in this case. Notice that

![FIG. 2. Spin gap vs ladder length for $U = 1$ and OBC at half filling. The values of $L$ are selected in such a way that the corresponding finite-size gap at $U = 0$ is null. The abscissas in this log scale suggest that at even larger sizes (left side for which the abscissas tend to $-\infty$) the data for $U = 1$ should eventually “bend up” and settle either to zero or to a small value $\lesssim 0(10^{-7})$. The leftmost point corresponds to $L = 88$.](image)

![FIG. 3. Finite-size scaling of the parity correlators from one-quarter and three-quarters of the ladder length as functions of the total rung number $L/2$ for $U = 0$ and $1$ (with OBC). At $U = 0$ the crosses for fractional charge and spin are almost superimposed and the nonfractional data are essentially zero. At $U = 1$ the ordering of the curves is charge fractional, spin fractional, and charge nonfractional from top to bottom.](image)
FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3 in log-log scale, including $L = 88$ with OBC. Dashed line represents a best fit for $U = 0$ data.

FIG. 5. Charge (red) and spin (green) fractional (squares) parity brane correlators for the two-leg ladder with OBC as functions of the repulsive interaction $U$, compared with the nonfractional definition (maroon circles) [19], and the one-leg ladder case (triangles). In the fractional case, increasing the number of legs, no reduction is observed for the charge parity correlator. The number of rungs (32) is expected to give a faithful picture of the thermodynamic limit for $U > 2$; finite-size effects are still present for smaller values. The plotted curves have been shifted according to the corresponding data at $U = 0$. From the arguments of Fig. 7 of the Appendix we may consider having a vanishing asymptotic value for $U = 0$ and a small finite value for $U = 1$.

in the final plot we have postprocessed the data as discussed in the Appendix, using uniform parts shifted by the finite-size values at $U = 0$ (that is, $0.04695$ for $M = 1$ and $0.074892$ for $M = 2$ fractional) Within the limits due to numerical errors and to the finite size (32 rungs or 32 sites in 1D), the figure clearly shows that the fractional definition of the parity brane correlators at the same time maintain constant its value in the charge sector, and passes from zero to finite in the spin sector. Whereas the nonfractional definition would exhibit a damping of the charge correlator, and an identical behavior of the spin correlator on the two-leg ladder.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the problem of characterizing the presence and type of long range order in the Mott insulating phase of Hubbard-like models in dimension greater than 1. Our results confirm that such phase can be depicted as a spin liquid with localized correlated charge fluctuations of holons and doublons. For fermionic Hubbard models in one dimension, this behavior was already known to be captured by a nonvanishing value in the asymptotic limit of the charge parity correlator between points [13,14]. In the bosonic two-dimensional case, a recent theoretical investigation did show [19] that a parity brane correlator can be introduced, which exhibits a perimeter law decay to zero within the charge gapped phase, at variance with the area law characteristic of the gapless systems [33]. Here we proposed the fractional definition given in Eqs. (1)–(3) of the parity brane correlator on ladders, which amounts to normalize the parity to the actual length of the perimeter. We provided analytical evidence that such quantity could remain finite in two dimensions in the asymptotic limit within the insulating phase, both by investigating the strong coupling dilute limit, and through the analysis of bosonization results on ladders. We also proceeded to the numerical investigation of the single chain and two-leg ladder cases. Already in these simple cases, our definition of the charge parity correlator does not show appreciable reduction of its value with increasing the number of legs, at variance with previous ones. Moreover, by applying the same type of analysis to the fractional spin-parity brane, it is seen that the opening of the spin gap in the even legs case is signaled by its finite value, in contrast with the one-leg ladder. Noticeably, the present definition allows one to observe how charge and spin degrees of freedom could behave independently up to the 2D limit.

The results also provide a quantitative tool for detecting the occurrence of the above behavior both in experimental setups [34] and in numerical simulations of 2D systems of interacting electrons/spinful fermionic atoms. In fact, within the same framework one could also study for different parameters’ regimes the possible permanence of the Luther Emery superconducting phase: by analogy with 1D findings [13], the phase may be described by a finite value of the spin-parity brane, accompanied by a vanishing value of the charge brane.

Finally, the present picture of the insulating phase of the Hubbard model can be reinterpreted in terms of entanglement and SPT phases [9]. Indeed the phase can be thought of as the infinite-$U$ insulating phase of singly occupied sites, in which
short-range entangled pairs of holons doublons are created at finite $U$ by appropriate local unitary transformations. This suggests a role of brane correlators as order parameters for trivial SPT phases [35] in higher dimension.
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APPENDIX: DETAILS ABOUT DMRG CALCULATIONS

1. Computational parameters

In order to handle the problem $M = 2$ by means of DMRG we first have to remap it into a 1D geometry (see Fig. 6); in real space this can be done either (a) by tracing a snakelike path on the ladder or (b) by putting the two sites of a rung inside a virtual supersite with local dimension of the Hilbert space $D_{\text{rung}} = 16$ and writing all the terms of the Hamiltonian in terms of this new degree of freedom. A series of tests however indicated to us that option (b) is not convenient at all from the point of view of the computing resources to be employed, so here we present only results for option (a).

Another issue that is known to be crucial in DMRG calculations are boundary conditions and superblock geometry. While OBC (in models with nearest neighbor interactions) are usually indicated to us that option (b) is not convenient at all from the point of view of the computing resources to be employed, so here we present only results for option (a).

As regards the number of optimized DMRG states, $n_{\text{DMRG}}$, an educated and conservative approach would involve an extrapolation of the results towards $n_{\text{DMRG}} \to \infty$ as, for example, in Ref. [36]. This is particularly important when phase diagrams are explored quantitatively and one wants to establish whether some specific quantity vanishes or not in the thermodynamic limit. Here, instead, due to the computational load we have decided to perform preliminary validations with up to 2048 states both for coupled and for uncoupled legs, the latter case being the most severe one for DMRG because we have essentially two interpenetrating disconnected chains. However, if not specified otherwise, the results correspond to a fixed choice of $m_{\text{DMRG}} = 1024$ states that in worst cases (half filling) yield a relative energy error of $\sim 10^{-3}$ (with respect to the exact solution obtained at $L = 16$) after five finite-system sweeps. We believe that this choice is representative, at least at a semiquantitative level, of the opening of parity orders even if the estimation of the truncation error on the latter is not trivial.

2. Parity correlators in ladders ($M = 2$)

As already evident in the 1D case in order to extract the infinite distance limit of parity correlators one has to investigate first the dependence on $r$. In the two-legs ladder this dependence turns out to be nontrivial and also related nonmonotonically to the system size. First we show in Fig. 7 the spatial dependence of three types of charge parity correlators, namely nonfractional (solid lines), fractional with factor $1/M = 1/2$ in the exponent (dotted lines), and nonfractional computed on the sites of a leg in the ladder (dashed lines). While the former two are symmetric with respect to the central rung in the correlator support, the latter (pointlike) decays to zero for all the values of positive $U$ we have studied.

Moreover, Fig. 7 shows a feature that is present for all the values of $U$ we have considered: in order to assign a finite-size value to the parity charge one cannot easily fit an infinite-distance value from the $r$ dependence because of the nonmonotonic behavior. Hence we may conventionally fix the value at the middle of the curve, at rung number $p$ for ladders of $4p$ or $4p + 2$ sites; in the latter case the value in the middle is typically the same on the central adjacent sites and we have noted that it acquires a small imaginary
FIG. 7. Charge parity correlators as functions of the rung distance $r$ for $U = 3$ at half filling and different systems’ sizes [$L = 16$ in red, 24 in orange, 28 in cyan, 30 in maroon, 32 in magenta, 34 in dark green, 36 in brown, 38 in light green, and 40 in blue]. Full lines indicate the nonfractional definition involving all the sites between rung 0 and rung $r$, while the dashed lines involve only the sites of one leg in the ladder (pointlike definition). The dotted line instead represents the brane fractional definition.

FIG. 8. Charge parity correlators in the middle of the ladder as functions of the total rung number $L/2$ for three different choices of $U = 1, 3, 5$ that yield different alternating behaviors (half filling). Shaded blue symbols represent nonfractional charge parity, while full red symbols represent the fractional version.

FIG. 9. Parity correlators in the middle of the ladder as functions of the total rung number $L/2$ for $U = 0$ and $U = 2$. The data for the spin fractional parity are also plotted in green. As in Fig. 3 at $U = 0$ the crosses for fractional charge and spin are almost superimposed and the nonfractional data are close to zero. At $U = 2$ the ordering of the curves is charge fractional, spin fractional, and charge nonfractional from top to bottom.

FIG. 10. Parity correlators (charge and spin, fractional and nonfractional) in the middle of the ladder as functions of $U$ for $L = 18$ and $m_{\text{DMRG}} = 2048$. Note that the nonfractional spin and charge cases on the ladder (maroon circles) coincide since $\exp(i\pi n_{j\downarrow}) = \exp(-i\pi n_{j\downarrow})$. The triangles indicate the data for a single Hubbard chain of 18 sites (see also Ref. [13]), while squares and diamonds label fractional charge and spin in the two-leg case. (Finite-size finite values at $U = 0$ have been subtracted out from the corresponding fractional data, 0.03053 for $M = 1$, 0.161 and 0.169 for $M = 2$ in charge and spin, respectively.)
value of $U$. If we may safely conclude that the infinite-length extrapolations are nonzero for $U \geq 3$, the picture again is more intricate for $U \leq 2$. The finite-size sequences are plotted in Fig. 9 and it is hard to decide which curve will eventually converge to a nonvanishing value for $L \to \infty$. From our data the point $U = 1$ seems to have a behavior similar to $U = 0$, but with very small or vanishing charge nonfractional order and with nonzero fractional charge and spin orders.

Finally, in order to analyze the dependence on $U$ we consider the various parity correlators taking the rung index $r$ in the middle of the ladder and then estimating the uniform and oscillating parts of the correlators through sum and difference of the values at $r$ and $r - 1$. This is important because (i) we know that in the 1D case the behavior of the spin-parity for $U > 0$ is purely oscillating leading to an average vanishing asymptotic order and (ii) the decay of the parity correlators for $M = 2$ to their asymptotic values is typically nonmonotonic and in such a way we try to analyze the uniform parts in a finite-size sample at maximum distance. Already in the 1D case [13] it is seen that the maximum-distance finite-size value of parity correlators has a nonmonotonic dependence on $U$, so it is not easy to depict from finite-size data the behavior of the parity orders vs $U$. Here, with the aim of comparing the various definitions, we have conventionally subtracted out the value of each curve at $U = 0$ where the finite-size effect is expected to be larger.

The results are summarized in Fig. 10 for a choice of large $n_{\text{DMRG}} = 2048$. In the depicted behavior there may be important size effects, so we have performed some additional calculations for larger system’s size $L = 38$ (not plotted) and the overall trend is confirmed, even quantitatively, possibly with the exception of the region $U \leq 2$ (especially for the fractional spin-parity). Already in Ref. [37] it was pointed out that the DMRG calculations may not be reliable for such small values of $U$, because the convergence to the ground state may be poor if the number of sites is too large for the fixed threshold $n_{\text{DMRG}}$.

Hence we have performed additional calculations with OBC and size $L = 64$ that, from Fig. 3 in the cases examined with strongest size effects $U = 0$ and $U = 1$, is a size that seems to correspond to a sequence of local minima for the fractional orders and so it is a reasonable upper bound for the infinite-size curve. The results are reported in the last part of Sec. III B of the main text.